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World History: Beyond the Nation

Today history is beginning to occupy a quite different place in the world stage than it has in

the past. Two developments - one political and the other technological - have altered the way in

which history is written and the way that it is thought about. During the course of the nineteenth

century in Europe and the Americas there emerged a peculiar novel arrangement of human groups:

a national world system - organized upon the principle of political competition. While the political

units called nations emerged as early as the sixteenth century, two hundred years later there were

still rulers who still held to the earlier dream of a unified Western Christendom. That aspiration had

existed for centuries - and had influenced rulers from Charlemagne to a slightly lesser Charles, V.

But even the appearance of Protestants failed to convince significant numbers of European rulers

that political unity was similarly doomed. The final moments of the aspiration for a unified Western

Christendom lingered through first the hopeful creation and then abrupt disintegration of the

Austro-Hungarian empire. By the end of the First World War this unit - the nation - was the

dominant political division within Europe.

But these nineteenth-century nations did not emerge from peace. Rather they appeared from

bloody political battles, and their leaders both fostered and fed upon traditional hatreds in order

keep members in their political domain. In places in such as Prussia and Italy, ambitious leaders

managed to unify one group while competing with leaders of different factions to create new

previously unimagined political units (nations).

In the Americas this trajectory of creating nations had a slightly different, anti-colonial bent.

These little breakaway pieces of Europe reproduced - although like all mimicry not entirely

faithfully - the basic European legal and political structures from which they were originally

crafted; retiring the formal chief (the king) in favor of local political leaders.

During the twentieth century, this politically organized national world system then spread to
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Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, (although many in the Middle East today still deny this fact). The

ratification of the de facto creation of the national world system occurred with the creation of the

United Nations after the end of the Second World War. An international organization organized

upon the formal equality of all nations within the international political system.

But the open political competition that had characterized the national world system since the

sixteenth century continued for the next thirty years - although in a slightly different context. The

two major political rivals were the United States and the Soviet Union, and their antagonism

continued until one of the contestants no longer had the funds to continue the battle.

During all of this time - from the emergence of the first political units called nations in the

sixteenth century - through the creation of the United Nations in the middle of the twentieth

century, the basic political relationship between nations was that of competition, And in that

international politically competitive system (from the sixteenth-century forward) the role of

historians was clear-cut.

In the United States (as in many of the other nations), historians were to narrate the nation -

tell of the glorious deeds of its founders, its (acceptable) weaknesses, and its prospects for future

glory. Those of us who studied other nations of the world were supposed to tell slightly different

stories. Those who wrote the history of Europe were supposed to connect our own superiority to

that of the European nations whose history we traced. Ancient Greeks, Roman emperors, French

revolutionary leaders all could be celebrated because they were the political ancestors of our nation,

the United States. If we dealt with the history of any of the other nations of the world (the formerly

colonized world) we were supposed to inform on the implicit inferiority to be found in those nations

whose histories we studied. In many European nations, history would be written as if every human

invention, every novelty had been created in the nation for which one was writing. What happened

in other nations was simply not of interest.

In short history - both of our own country and of the rest of the world - was supposed to fulfill

an implicitly political function. We were supposed to tell our fellows what a wonderful past we
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shared, and how much better our political unit was than anyone else’s. But the radical

transformations of the past twenty years have effectively changed the way in which this national

world system operates.

The fall of the Berlin Wall stands symbolically for the end to the great political rivalry of the

second half of the twentieth century - the competition between the United States and what once was

the Soviet Union. With the breakdown of this political rivalry - there was no longer a major political

competition to shape the way in which political narratives - histories - were written. As a result -

there was - and to some extent continues to be a certain anomie - a loss of rules - a sense of a loss of

the guidelines - for writing history. Everything was much clearer when there was a powerful

political rival. Good and bad were easy to identify in historical narrative - writing required a basic

fill-in-the-blanks approach.

Even though the international political competition that drove the telling of most kinds of

history disappeared, the fill-in-the-blanks approach to history has continued. Communism (the great

political rival) was dethroned but historians continued to employ the same narrative structure - the

same kind of good-guy - bad guy history that had dominated the previous era. But it is, and has

been increasingly apparent to many of us that this kind of narrative structure can no longer drive

history. The disappearance of major political rivalries between the major industrialized powers of

the world has meant that the writing - of history has had to shift to adjust itself to this new

approach. The old process of competitively celebrating a political past - and deriding national rivals

- now longer sounds as appealing as it once did. In the English-speaking world with its gift for

circumlocution, one would say that “it is just a tad too obvious.”

The challenges and tensions that remain are not overtly political, and they are certainly not

ideological. Tensions between the US and Europe for example are played out in the World Trade

Organization, in the European Central Bank, and in disputes over Roquefort cheese and Chilean

peaches. These are not the splendid wool from which fine political rhetoric is spun. Nor are they the

skeins that will unite a people into a single fabric. Since nations were woven together with political
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threads, the present shift to economic tensions and rivalries leaves spinners of political fables no

obvious pattern to follow. And it has also left many historians without a clear-cut sense of the

political narrative to follow. A second factor which has definitively altered the political atmosphere

revolution in communication has meant that it is far easier (and cheaper) for academics to

communicate with their colleagues in other parts of the world. It was entirely possible for me to

read email messages this summer in Portugal from colleagues in Australia, England, and Spain, and

return home the US to continue conversations begun in Greece and France. As a result of the

increasingly direct personal exchanges with historians in other parts of the world, the ability to

sustain generalized (often unfounded) commitments to Political superiority are increasingly difficult

to sustain. The mocking political humor - about Belgians who have unfinished construction in the

center of Brussels for years - carries a barb, but one that has largely lost its sting. Rivalries and

competition will continue to exist, but they are not fostering life and death struggles. As a result,

history has lost the political mission that gave it meaning for several centuries, and now is looking

to create new agendas.

One of the areas in rethinking history is the project that now broadly defines a range of

different new possible agendas under the gracefully ambiguous heading of world history I see

tremendous possibilities in this wonderfully evasive name. World history means a variety of

different things to different people. Often world history is the way of lumping together the entire

postcolonial as well as the Third and Fourth World. Other times the term world means everything

except national history - what ever the national history is one subject - everything else is world

history. Finally there is the expectation that world history is going to alter the timeline of history -

via what is increasingly called “big history” it will tell the history of humankind in broad strokes.

Because world history is still amorphous, it can accommodate multiple approaches under a single

heading, ensuring that the discussions between world historians will remain interesting, productive,

and creative, and at times, edgy.

The subsets of history that are likely to be most altered by this change - and whose
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practitioners are most likely to rise to new heights of defensiveness - are two categories of

historians: practitioners of traditional national political histories, as well the misnamed “social”

historians. In reality so-called social history often narrates the political histories of sub-groups

within a nation - peasants, workers, women, African - Americans. The topics of social history are

usually picked in accord with national criteria for politically powerfully or discontented politically

mobilizing sub-groups. The histories of these sub-groups of political actors narrate the merits (and

acknowledgeable weaknesses) of these groups in a fashion that is historically acceptable within the

nation.

These mini-political histories of social groups must inevitably conform to the topics of

interest within a particular national political arena. African-Americans thus are a major “social”

topic in the United States where race is a significant political issue; but it remains a marginal topic

in Brazilian historical writing because race is not a central political issue Americans write about

Brazilian “race relations” but only American readers buy their books - because the implicit

framework in which they analyze Brazilian “race relations” is the US framework. I do not with to

say that there will not be a future for political and socio-political histories. Clearly there will be a

continuing role for traditional political history and its cognates. While these stories will continue to

be recounted, in the foreseeable future I believe that they will increasingly occupy a marginalized

position within the historical profession as the national political cheerleading function becomes

muted.. But what is to come? What are the directions and potentials for world history?

There are four major areas in which historians have begun to tell different kinds of non-

national histories: natural world history, world histories of natural objects (usually commodities)

Natural history is a traditional discipline (presently affiliated with anthropology) that has always

adopted a perspective that has man as one among many creatures inhabiting the earth. The shift

from the usual historical perspective deliberately centered on man - to one in which the interaction

among creatures - including man - creates history is an approach that has immense potential. Within

this field of natural rather than human centered history - there are several fascinating histories being
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developed. One is a traditional field developing a new lease on life - environmental history - which

often overlaps with political concerns or political interests - making it a more traditionally and

hence easily recognizable field for traditional or conventionally oriented historians. (In short, it is

easier to persuade your colleagues to hire an environmental historian because they are able to

recognize the political themes in the writing.)

But there is another direction that I have seen being undertaken - although largely by

historically oriented geographers. This approach to natural history is oriented toward geological

features - the natural and human history of the drainage basin of the Rhine for example. Such works

put history on a scale and in a region that are unified by the environment in which they work - and

one in which the actions of one group upriver has significant impact on those downriver. As a result

in this branch of natural history, where the physical environment is the unit of analysis, the question

of the interactions and exchanges between and among peoples - and the environment - become the

focus of historical study. The third interesting group within the field of natural world history is what

David Christian has aptly called Big History - history on a scale of human time - but a scale that

now includes the archeological record as well as the conventional historians’ use of the written

record. Not surprisingly this approach to history has run into some snags, most in the form of

opposition from traditional historians who are unwilling to break with the visible safety net of

written records and written (easily decodable) words. While this approach may well be called

human world history rather than natural world history, the project appears to be developing within

the field of world history and developing along with it.

The next area in which a considerable amount of historical scholarship has been written in English

and French interestingly enough, is the history of various natural objects. Sid Mintzs Sweetness and

Power offered a combination of natural and political history for the study of sugar. Uncommon

Grounds covers a similar area with the history of coffee, and a fascinating history of one of the

world’s most important staple clothing crops, cotton. In the past such studies - many of which have

been highly specialized local studies of cotton production or manufacturing - have focused on the
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national or local impact of these organizations. Revitalization in these areas will see such studies

reborn with a focus increasingly upon the larger regional and the international connections of such

commodities.

A final area in which I have seen and heard a great deal of recent interest appears in the

transformation of the history of diasporic groups. The study of, and focus upon these groups was

examined particularly during the 1990s when a number of Third World migrs to the United States

dominated literary criticism. Along with their rise to prominence, there appeared tremendous

curiosity in the phenomenon of individuals from the “Third” World who were bringing new issues

to literary analysis. While this theme has lost its freshness, the questions are beginning to be asked

of a far less elite level - about the ordinary men and women who have migrated from one part of the

world to another, then perhaps on to a third - and are contemplating a return to the second. To give a

brief example - two years ago in Sao Paulo I stopped in a small shop in the Japanese - Brazilian

neighborhood of Liberdade to buy sodas for my children. I spoke in Portuguese to the shopkeeper

for a while, and then - given that I was unfamiliar with the variety of soft drinks he was offering -

the shopkeeper asked me where I was from. The United States, I replied. Oh, he said, but this time

in English. I lived in San Francisco for ten years before I came here. We then had a lengthy

discussion of the merits (and demerits) of San Francisco - and he allowed that he preferred Brazil,

economic turmoil and all. And it was just as easy to travel to Japan from Sao Paulo as it was from

San Francisco.

Here was a man, born in Japan, who spoke fluent English and Portuguese, and who could

work easily in a variety of different economic and political environments. But the question is how

does one study the phenomena of people who retain communication and contact with the country

they have emigrated from on a regular basis. They are not clearly identifiable subjects of any

particular nation - they are, for want of a better term - transnational subjects. Their worlds are not

the comfortable business class cocoon that shelters members of the elite from contact with the most

uncomfortable and unpleasant parts of transnational subjectivity - but they are a part of history.
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In this area, the most interesting work involves at least one strategy that resembles that of the

historians of the natural world - looking at the physical record - the objects that have been carefully

carried from one region to another - those that have been recreated using the materials of the new

country in order to fashion monuments or objects of worship that will resemble those recalled from

the home country. These studies - many of which are only beginning research projects - constitute a

further area in which the world - rather than a particular subsection of it - becomes the focus of

historical investigation.


